
Seeing the Big Picture DBT Worksheet

Name:                                                                                       Date:

Part 1: Identifying Emotions

Reflect on your recent experiences and identify the emotions you have been feeling. Use 
descriptive words to accurately label each emotion.

Part 2: Triggers and Reactions

Identify the situations or events that triggered these emotions. Describe the context and 
circumstances of each trigger. Then, note down your initial emotional and behavioral reactions.

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:

Trigger: 

Context/Circumstances: 

Initial Reaction: 

Trigger: 

Context/Circumstances: 

Initial Reaction: 

Trigger: 

Context/Circumstances: 

Initial Reaction: 



Part 3: Challenging Thoughts

Guidelines: Examine the thoughts associated with the triggers and emotions you identified. 
Are there cognitive distortions or negative self-talk? Write down these thoughts and evaluate 
their impact on your emotions.

Trigger: 

Context/Circumstances: 

Initial Reaction: 

Trigger: 

Context/Circumstances: 

Initial Reaction: 

Trigger:

Associated Thoughts:

Cognitive Distortions: 

Impact on Emotions:

Trigger:

Associated Thoughts:

Cognitive Distortions: 

Impact on Emotions:



Part 4: Alternative Perspectives and Action Plan

Guidelines: Consider alternative viewpoints for each trigger. Then, outline an action plan for 
responding to similar triggers in a healthier way.

Trigger:

Associated Thoughts:

Cognitive Distortions: 

Impact on Emotions:

Trigger:

Associated Thoughts:

Cognitive Distortions: 

Impact on Emotions:

Trigger:

Associated Thoughts:

Cognitive Distortions: 

Impact on Emotions:



Trigger:

Alternative Perspective:

Action Plan: 

Desired Emotional Outcome:

Trigger:

Alternative Perspective:

Action Plan: 

Desired Emotional Outcome:

Trigger:

Alternative Perspective:

Action Plan: 

Desired Emotional Outcome:

Trigger:

Alternative Perspective:

Action Plan: 



Desired Emotional Outcome:

Trigger:

Alternative Perspective:

Action Plan: 

Desired Emotional Outcome:


	Emotion: Frustration
	Emotion_2: Anxiety
	Emotion_3: Sadness
	Emotion_4: Irritation
	Trigger_15: 
	Alternative Perspective_5: 
	Act i on Plan_5: 
	Desired Emotional Outcome_5: 
	Text15: 
	0: Sarah Pham
	1: 04/24/2030

	Trigger: 
	1: Argument with a coworker
	2: Receiving critical feedback
	0: Traffic jam on the way to work
	1111: 
	0: Missed deadline
	1: 


	ContextCircumstances: 
	1: Disagreement over a project
	2: Performance review meeting
	0: Rush hour, running late
	1111111: 
	0: Heavy workload, unexpected complications
	1: 


	In i tial Reaction: 
	1: Elevated stress, anger
	2: Defensiveness, self-doubt
	0: Increased heart rate, annoyance
	01111: 
	0: Panic, disappointment
	1: 


	Trigger_6: 
	1: Argument with a coworker
	0: Traffic jam on the way to work
	011: 
	0: Receiving critical feedback
	1: Missed deadlineb
	2: 


	Associated Thoughts: 
	1: "They are always trying to undermine me."
	0: "This is ruining my day."
	01111: 
	0: "I'm a failure, and I'll never improve."
	1: "I'm completely incompetent."
	2: 


	Cognitive Distortions: 
	1: Labeling, All-or-Nothing Thinking
	0: Catastrophizing

	Impact on Emotions: 
	1: Heightened anger and resentment
	0: Increased frustration and stress
	0111: 
	0: Deepened self-doubt and sadness
	1: Intensified panic and disappointment
	2: 


	333: 
	0: Negative Self-Labeling, Overgeneralization
	1: "I'm completely incompetent."
	2: 

	Trigger_11: 
	0: Traffic jam on the way to work
	1: Argument with a coworker
	2: Receiving critical feedback
	3: Missed deadline

	Alternative Perspective: 
	0: "I can't control traffic, but I can control my reaction."
	1: "We have different viewpoints, and that's okay."
	2: "Feedback helps me grow and improve."
	3: "Mistakes happen, I can learn from this."

	Act i on Plan: 
	0: Practice deep breathing and listen to calming music.

	1: Take a break before responding, consider their perspective.

	2:  Ask for specific areas to work on, seek guidance.
	3: Prioritize tasks, communicate proactively with colleagues.

	Desired Emotional Outcome: 
	0: Reduced frustration, increased calmness
	1: Managed anger, improved communication
	2: Reduced self-doubt, increased motivation
	3: Reduced panic, improved problem-solving



